We report the design, fabrication and characterization of novel dichroic mirrors embedded in a tightly confining AlGaAs/ Al x O y waveguide. Reflection at the first-harmonic wavelength as high as 93% is achieved, while high transmission is maintained at the second-harmonic wavelength. The measured cavity spectrum is in excellent agreement with finite-difference time-domain simulations. Such a mirror is essential for achieving resonant enhancement of second-harmonic generation. © 2006 Optical Society of America OCIS codes: 130.3120, 190.4360, 230.7370, 230.4040. Recently there has been great interest in developing GaAs for nonlinear optics applications, such as wavelength conversion. 1-3 GaAs has a ͑2͒ coefficient that is five times larger than that of a conventional nonlinear optical material 4 such as LiNbO 3 and can be processed by well-established nanofabrication technology. Moreover, passive and active devices could be integrated on the same substrate, which is important for the realization of photonic circuits on a chip.
Recently there has been great interest in developing GaAs for nonlinear optics applications, such as wavelength conversion. [1] [2] [3] GaAs has a ͑2͒ coefficient that is five times larger than that of a conventional nonlinear optical material 4 such as LiNbO 3 and can be processed by well-established nanofabrication technology. Moreover, passive and active devices could be integrated on the same substrate, which is important for the realization of photonic circuits on a chip.
Until now, all nonlinear optical waveguide devices in GaAs have required at least millimeter-long interaction lengths to achieve significant conversion efficiencies. [5] [6] [7] In this Letter we report a demonstration of a dichroic mirror, which is an essential component for miniaturization of nonlinear optical components in GaAs.
A standard way to enhance nonlinear optical effects and to reduce the interaction length is to use a resonant cavity. For second-harmonic generation, resonating the first harmonic (FH) without resonating the second harmonic (SH) results in an enhancement ratio proportional to F 1 2 and a structure tolerant to fabrication error. (F 1 is the finesse of the cavity at the FH). To do this, one needs to provide a dichroic mirror that is highly reflective at the FH and transmissive at the SH. However, as we show below, in a waveguide without proper design, the SH can be strongly scattered by the mirror, resulting in significant SH loss.
In this paper we present a novel integrated dichroic mirror that is highly reflective at 1.55 m over a wavelength range of more than 40 nm, enough to cover the C band in telecommunication applications. Moreover, it efficiently transmits the SH around 775 nm. The fabrication of this mirror does not involve any additional processing steps beyond what is required to fabricate a simple waveguide. This mirror should permit the realization of ultracompact (ϳ100 m long) cavity devices that can be used for wavelength conversion. 8 We demonstrate this mirror for birefringently phase-matched, tightly confining AlGaAs/ ͑Al x O y ͒ waveguides.
9,10 These single-mode waveguides consist of an Al 0.5 Ga 0.5 As/ Al x O y /Al 0.5 Ga 0.5 As multilayer core on top of an Al x O y cladding. Dry etching provides lateral confinement. The total core size is ϳ300 nm ϫ 900 nm. The TE FH mode is phase matched to the TM SH mode.
The typical way to create a reflector for such a waveguide is to etch a periodic grating in the top or in the sidewalls of the waveguide. 11 However, as is shown in Fig. 1(a) , the SH transmission is strongly suppressed. The mechanism for the suppression of the SH transmission can be understood by analyzing the band diagram 12 of such system schematically, shown in Fig. 1(b) . A periodic modulation of period a = 0 / 2 opens a bandgap at the FH frequency 0 . The same periodicity, however, results in the SH's ͑2 0 ͒ being completely confined above the light line, where only radiation modes exist. Consequently, most conventional distributed Bragg reflectors created for reflecting at the FH possess poor SH transmission efficiency.
Figure 1(c) shows the design of our dichroic mirror and the simulated optical characteristics, where we see that the SH transmission remains above 90%. Taking advantage of the difference in mode size between the TE FH mode and the significantly smaller SH TM mode, we place the index modulation outside of the waveguide. In this way the SH does not see the mirror and is transmitted undisturbed. To further enhance this effect, the waveguide is tapered from the phase-matching width of 800-1000 nm down to 480 nm. The larger FH mode can then strongly interact with the mirror teeth, whereas the smaller TM SH mode is not significantly affected, as shown by the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation of Fig. 2 . The external connection between the teeth allows the continuity of the electric field lines inside the mirror, which is essential for the high FH reflectivity. The tapered mirror shape is also essential to achieving low coupling loss (less than 5%) between the cavity and the mirror [ Fig. 1(d) ].
The fabrication process starts with the growth of the waveguide structure by molecular beam epitaxy. Electron-beam lithography is employed on an 80 nm thick layer of poly (methylmethacrylate) (PMMA) to define the waveguide and mirror pattern. A 20 nm chromium layer is evaporated, and the pattern is transferred into the hard chromium mask by liftoff.
The sample is then dry etched in a reactive-ionetching-electron-cyclotron-resonance reactor in chlorine-based plasma. The remaining chromium is removed in oxygen plasma at high temperature. Then the cladding is oxidized in a water-vaporsaturated nitrogen atmosphere at 425°C. Figure 3 shows the device at the end of the fabrication process. This process gives exceptionally smooth sidewalls, with a peak-to-peak roughness of ϳ6 nm in the waveguide region and 8 -10 nm in the mirror region.
The mirror has been characterized at both the FH and the SH wavelengths. Figure 4(a) shows the transmission of an 80 m long cavity realized by using a 20-pair mirror with a 20-pair mirror taper on each side. The modulation period is 500 nm, which gives a center gap wavelength of 1565 nm. The depth of the tooth is 280 nm; the connector is 200 nm wide. The distance between the waveguide and the teeth is 120 nm. To determine the transmission of the mirrors in the presence of the spurious Fabry-Perot fringes due to the input and output waveguide facets, we simulate the entire device (including cavity and facets) by using a 1D nonlinear transfer function algorithm. 13 The model was then fitted to the experimental spectrum. The fitted transmission, where, for clarity, we artificially suppress fringes and cavity modes (which also are in good agreement with the data), is also plotted in Fig. 4(a) .
From the fitting, we can easily extract the parameters relative to the single mirror and compare them with the FDTD simulation. The maximum reflectivity for 20 pairs is ϳ75%, and the loss is ϳ4%, in very good agreement with the expected values. Although a reflectivity as high as ϳ95% is achievable with longer mirrors, a 20-pair mirror is easier to characterize and achieves higher efficiency under the current propagation loss conditions.
Measuring the transmission at the SH is more difficult, since at this wavelength the waveguide is multimode and the propagation loss is high (estimated 25-35 dB/ mm). We estimate the transmission loss of the SH by measuring the power of the SH generated by a cavity and comparing it with the SH generated from a section of plain waveguide of the same length as the cavity [ Fig. 4(b) ]. For the cavity, the normalized conversion efficiency can be expressed as
where P SP is the single-pass SH power generated in the cavity length L A , ⌫ the enhancement due to the cavity, T 2 the SH mirror transmission, ␣ 2 the SH propagation loss, and L B the length of the last section of different width (i.e., non-phase-matched). Using the same notation, the efficiency of the plain waveguide is then written simply as
We see that the ratio of cavity efficiency to the waveguide efficiency (obtained from the experiment) does not depend on the SHG efficiency or the propagation loss. Using the enhancement ratio ⌫ of 6.2-6.5 estimated from the fitting of the FH spectrum, we can then estimate the SH transmission and verify the consistency of the result with the nonlinear transfer function algorithm mentioned above. Further details about SH generation and enhancement have been reported separately. 8 In conclusion, we have designed, fabricated, and characterized dichroic mirrors embedded in a tightly confining AlGaAs/ Al x O y waveguide. We showed that this mirror can be used to enhance nonlinear optical effects and could lead toward the fabrication of ultracompact nonlinear optical devices.
